ABSTRACT

This research explores the discourse strategies of representing the social actors in news discourse. The data is taken from two different newspapers, New York Times (national newspaper) and Star Ledger (local newspaper). The data, in this case, newspapers' articles, is taken from the international news excluding opinions, features, and sports news since those kinds of news is related with human interest or personal. The data collected is analyzed one by one by using the Critical Discourse Analysis theories that had been gathered from Bina Nusantara University's library, Atma Jaya University's library, British Council library and also from the Internet.

The result shows that New York Times and Star Ledger mostly apply the suppression strategy in excluding the social actors. Meanwhile, for the inclusion strategy, there is a significant difference between New York Times and Star Ledger in calling the social actors. In New York Times, the social actors are always called with their surnames and honorification i.e. 'Mr. Hussein'. On the other hand, in Star Ledger, the social actors are always called with their names only i.e. 'Saddam'. The result also shows that not all of the discourse strategies stated appears in the news discourses. Even some of the discourse strategies do not appear at all in the news discourses.

After reading this thesis, the writer hopes the newspapers' readers can pay more attention when reading one news story because what is written down can influence their thoughts.
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